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INTRODUCTION

Architects

Designing for the care environment isn’t always the 

easiest task. It can be complex to balance varying 

client needs with practical application and still keep 

an eye on good design and aesthetics.

This guide is designed to offer reliable and specialist 

help from experts with over 20 years’ in the 

industry. Here you will find tips to consider before 

you start, important questions to ask, and some 

useful design solutions that might bring a different 

edge to your project.

If we haven’t covered something, please give us a 

call on 01252 758858 or visit www.opemed.net 

We’ll be happy to help.

If you are providing specialist lifting equipment in the healthcare, leisure, tourism or education 

environment, then our experience, built up over 20 years, will help your project run smoothly.

IS THIS GUIDE FOR YOU?
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The best time to call in the experts is at the 

planning stage, so that valuable input can be 

given to the materials, the space and even time 

needed to allocate to the installation of this 

specialist equipment. 

The right specialist will even help map out the 

layout of the rooms that might effect position of 

doors, angle of the ensuite door, ceiling heights 

etc, as well as offering design and function 

solutions.

Project
Award

Project/build stages

Planning Foundations Shell
and Roof

First Fix Second
Fix

Snagging

When should you consider your specialist equipment needs?

Too often we find that architects and contractors leave it too late. By ordering 

equipment later in the building process, many projects incur costs they hadn’t 

foreseen.

BEFORE YOU START
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BEFORE YOU START
Consider the user and carer when designing the layout

It’s not just the end user needs who need to be considered when mapping out the design of 

lifting, bathing and other equipment. 

Who is the user?
   Single or multiple users. You will need to ensure space to accommodate

   Age range. This will dictate the size of hoist and weight implications

   Physical ability. This will help inform what sort of equipment you will need

   Future possibilities. Will the equipment need to grow with the user?

Who is the carer?
    Single carer or multiple carers. You will need to ensure space to 

accommodate

   Accessibility. Will the carer need to work from both sides of the hoist? 

    Relative or employed carer/ teacher. Will an untrained member of the 

family need more space to manoeuvre equipment maybe?
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Optimum layout

Here are a few questions to ask before you begin: 

Bedroom

    Is the hoist used just for transfer or from the bed to floor 
or to a chair?

    Is the furniture fitted or likely to move in the future?

    Are both sides of the bed needed for access?

Class Room/Treatment Room/ 
All-purpose Room

    Will the user require access to all parts of the room?

   Is the furniture likely to move in the future?

    Is access to other rooms needed? Meaning ceiling hoist 

integration with door headers is required?

Living or Communal Rooms

   Where is the best position for the hoist?

    What aesthetic improvements will the budget 

allow (eg integral track into ceiling)?

Hygiene Room or Bathroom

   Is a height adjustable bath required?

    Would a height adjustable folding changing table  

or wash basin be useful for optimum support?

    Is hoist access required? If so, would ceiling or floor 

hoist be preferable?

BEFORE YOU START
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BEFORE YOU START

It’s not just the end user needs who need to be considered when mapping 

out the design of lifting and other equipment.  

Will furniture in the room evolve?
   Yes - H-System ensures future proofing of use

  No - Straight Track

User diagnosis changing
   Yes - H-System allows the ultimate flexibility

  No - Straight Track

Ceiling hoist optimum layout – Consider the user and the carer
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BEFORE YOU START

Once you understand the requirements of the user(s) and the 

carer(s), here are a few practical considerations to confirm:

Type of room

Ceiling or wall 
structure

Position of ensuite 
or connecting 

doors

Furniture layout 
(fixed and 
movable)

Door headers (if 
track going from 
room to room)

Wheelchair 
turning area 

requirements

Ceiling structure 
(eg is there a false 

suspended ceiling?)

Specific elements to discuss
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BEFORE YOU START

Where is Transfer Required?
    Bed to chair, commode or shower to chair:  

Linear (straight or curved)

    Bed to bathroom: 
H system with gate or Turntable WC or shower

    Unknown or multiple: 
H system 

Ceiling hoist specific elements to discuss
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DESIGN AND LAYOUT TIPS

Traditionally ceiling hoists and other patient support  
devices are relied on for their functional qualities rather  
than for aesthetics. 

And yet there are ways to make disabled  
assistance equipment blend into the  
surroundings and make clever use of space.

In the right hands, these practical  
appliances can be design-conscious too. 
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DESIGN AND LAYOUT TIPS

Your project will most likely require 
the installation of a ceiling hoist.

Planning Options 
    What are the transfer options for the 

room?

    The ceiling hoist should cross the 

bed minimum half way (eg 1100mm 

minimum from finished wall) 

    Consider the position of docking for the 

H system or singular track

    Position of docking for hoist charging  

(eg above WC or chair)

    Consider door headers if going from 

room to room

    Consider ceiling height. A finished 

ceiling height below 2300mm may need 

product  modifications.

Ceiling hoists

H Systems 
H Systems give flexibility  

and cover the whole room as well  

as allowing connection to ensuite  

or neighbouring room.

    It is a common misconception that the 

H system needs to cover all the room, 

often fitted furniture doesn’t need to be 

covered.

    Lights or other M&E from the ceiling 

should not hang lower than 90mm within 

the rectangle of the H system (less if the 

parallel rails are flush to the finished 

ceiling)

    Is the Ceiling Height 2300mm or more? If 

not please consult your provider.
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DESIGN AND LAYOUT TIPS 
Best practice for ceiling hoist track positioning

800mm minimum 

(1400mm for dual access)

Track minimum 1200mm from 

finished wall to allow drop-off position 

(more may be required)

Minimum 1400mm from side of bed to 

parallel wall to allow transfer. If space is 

restricted, non transfer side of bed can be 

800mm

For flexibility of dual access, track 

should be 3000mm long

1200mm
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DESIGN AND LAYOUT TIPS 
Best practice for ceiling hoist track positioning

Overhang of H System is 300mm. 

Moving rail can be up to 8m (different 

depth rails required of over 3m)

H System to cover bed, ideally centrally for dual access, and chair (if 

applicable) and transfer area. Need not go to head of bed if no bedside 

chair in place. Check in connection required to ensuite.

Moving rail will slide to within 

300mm of end of parallel rails

300mm

300mm

Q.
Connection to 

neighbouring room 
required?
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DESIGN AND LAYOUT TIPS 
Best practice for room to room ceiling hoist track positioning

Room to room H Systems give the 
ultimate flexibility and transfer options
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DESIGN AND LAYOUT TIPS

    Dual access to assist carers

    Integrated changing table

    Integrated seat

    Ceiling or floor hoist use

    Bath length (space and age of user)

    Spa or music

    150mm pinch gap 

    Position of services

    Turning circle

    Best practice: 1500mm or 1750mm 

with carer

Assisted bathing

Baths may have one basic function but 
there are still a variety of options for a 
better user and carer experience: 
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DESIGN AND LAYOUT TIPS

Adult or paediatric changing tables are an added feature which allow safe and 
efficient changing or showering. For optimum space consider a changing table 
that is integrated into the height adjustable bath and is therefore one less piece 
of equipment.

Changing table considerations:

   Is the changing table for an adult or child user

   Shower or changing use (ie drainage required)

   Height adjustable during use or prior

   Fold-able for space saving

   Adjustable back rest required

   Over bath or integrated with bath

   Ceiling hoist coverage

Changing tables
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DESIGN AND LAYOUT TIPS

Things to consider: 

   Carer or user only

   Height adjustable (powered or manual)

   Horizontal adjustment

   Integrated mirror

   Integrated handles

Seated user

Seated user with carer –  
right-handed carer

Measurements around  
a seated user

Measurements around seated  
user with carer

Wash basins

300 600 300

600

300 600 700

700
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DESIGN AND LAYOUT TIPS

Full length mirror lower edge 600mm above floor and top 
edge 1600mm minimum above floor (to BS 8300)

Space for paper towel dispenser or 
hand dryer

Adjustable height basin (600 x 500mm) 
or adjustable vanity basin assembly 
(1100 x 600mm)

Level entry shower. Self contained 
shower area for independent or 
assisted use, to BS 8300

Shower seat project to BS 8300 adult 
user dims. Fixed and drop down rails, 
shower controls to Part M

Storage wall cupboard

Lockable cabinet for medicines and 
dressings

Two ceiling fitted alarms. Preferred alternative is 
for users and support assistants to carry mobile 

alarms or wall mounted radio alarms

Sanitary disposal unit with colostomy shelf over

Ceiling reinforced to allow ceiling mounted 
overhead tracked joist system

Wall tracked adjustable height changing bench 
(1900 x 910mm)

Level door handle 900mm, with lever locking 
mechanism

Half height folding shower door

Floor mounted sluice

Wheelchair turning space (1500 x 1500mm) 
note changing bench folds to wall

WC layout to allow right or left hand transfer with assistance

Specialist environment: assisted bathroom in schools
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DESIGN AND LAYOUT TIPS

Changing places or facilities are a growing entity, with now over 800 in the UK in shopping centres, leisure environments, airports, transport hubs, sports stadiums. The recommended 

room size is 12m2. See page 29 for more information about OpeMed’s involvement and support with Changing Places. 

Refer to BS8300:2009 – fig 58: 
Changing Places facility

Specialist environment: changing places

8

19

13

9

12
1410

11
16

15

20
18

8. Wide paper roll dispenser for use on the changing  
table (CP PD 1)

9. Full length mirror (CP M 1)
10. Paper towel dispenser
11. Alarm pull cord
12. Waste disposal bin
13. Large sanitary disposal bin

14. Manually operated hand-dryer
15. Two clothes hooks, at 1051mm & 1400mm above the floor
16. Sanitary towel dispenser
17. Alarm reset button
18. Horizontal grab rail
19. Floor drain
20. Shower

WC (CP COM) 
Provide and install Palma Vita Shower Toilet. Allow 
for connection to 100mm waste and 15mm mains 
water supply. Power supply to be unswitched 
10amp spur. Installation as per manufacturer’s 
instructions. Unit to be commissioned by supplier

Ceiling hoist and track (CP XY 1) 
Provide and install 3m x 4m X-Y system with 
manual traverse and powered lift/lowering. 
Provide 13amp switched fused spur for hoist at 
ceiling height. Fixing method to be determined by 
supplier/manufacturer

Wash basin (CPWBB 1-6) 
Provide and install height adjustable wash basin. 
Allow for connection to 15mm hot & cold water 
supplies. 32mm waste and flush-mounted 240v 
spur as per manufacturer’s instructions

Vertical grab rail (CP GR 1)

Retractable privacy curtain/screen (CPWS 1)

Drop down rail (CP DDR 1)

Height adjustable adult-sized changing bench (CP CB3-7) 
Provide and install 1800mm x 700mm height adjustable changing 
table c/w safety rail. Allow for connection to flush-mounted 10amp 
spur as per manufacturer’s instructions
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FROM DESIGN TO DELIVERY

Once the specification is clear, it’s time to think about 
the practical construction requirements.
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FROM DESIGN TO DELIVERY

Note: the layout may be dictated by the structure.

Block and beam

   Unistrut on top of blocks or below

   Approval from block and beam provider

Ceiling hoists: Structure 

Solid structure
    Hollow core or solid slab requires Hilti HKD or chemical  

fixings 

    Fitting to joists (8 x 2” structurally hung is our minimum 
requirement

D
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Engineered joists

   Face plates will be required with unistrut between
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FROM DESIGN TO DELIVERY
Ceiling hoists: Wall fixings

If ceiling fixes are not suitable, ceiling hoists can be fixed to structural load 
bearing walls using wall brackets or partition or stud walls using our tailor made 
wall posts.

Are walls load-bearing?

If non-load bearing consider:

    No surface mounted obstacles on wall at line of wall post

    Does wall post need embedding in the wall?

    What is the ceiling height?
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FROM DESIGN TO DELIVERY

Firstly, these points need to be considered 
with your contractor before installation of 
ceiling hoists:

The mechanism for connecting an XY from one room to 
another. Consideration need to be made for the door 
headers.

    Ceiling void (if more than 200mm then lateral 

supports may be required)

    Power supply and points (for example 5amp 

switched fused spurs)

    Confirm the ceiling height required (if 2300mm 

or less then consult your hoist supplier)

    MF or Tile and Grid Ceiling – ie Single or two 

staged access for installation

    Inform that hoist fixings need to go in prior to 

other M&E

   Ceiling type

Your specialist provider will be happy to work with you and your 
contractor to help ensure a smooth and efficient installation process, 
ensuring costly errors are avoided.

Ceiling hoist Gates

The connecting rail between 
the rooms needs to go 

through the door header

Ceiling hoists
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FROM DESIGN TO DELIVERY

     Available as a decal to go on one 

or both sides of track

     Helps hide track in domestic 

situation

     Can embed track but not 

encouraged

     For small bathrooms or when multiple 

directions are required (eg over the 

WC and shower).

     Can be easier to use than gates

     More aesthetically pleasing

     Fully automated, no switches

     Work with 2, 3 or 4 exits   

– Opposite each other   

– Any of 16 angles

     Ideally semi-recessed track 

(45mm), fully recessed possible

     Theoretically access hatch 

required to inspect fixings

     Only benefit is aesthetics

Recessed track

Ceiling hoist turntablesMirrored track 
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FROM DESIGN TO DELIVERY
Door headers

As sling technology has developed more and more users are being hoisted 
from one room to another to save time and reduce risk of injury for the carer 
and the user. There are several ways of passing through a door with ceiling 
track. We explain the solutions available:

The optimum solution is to have the 

track form part of the door header. 

This ensures there is no noise or light 

pollution from one room into another.

The size of the H system will dictate the 

depth of the H system moving rail (either 

90mm, 140mm or 180mm rail). For the door 

height and position of the door header this 

then effects the depth from the finished 

ceiling to the bottom of the door header.

If a door is already in place and budgets do 

not allow the above, a rectangle could be 

formed above the door to allow the ceiling 

mounted track and motor to pass through. 

If a pocket or sliding door is specified, we 

recommend discussing with your product 

specialist about a specialist manufactured 

pocket doors for use with ceiling hoists

New build / door not in place

Solution for door headers with H Systems

Existing doors that 
cannot be replaced

Pocket doors
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FROM DESIGN TO DELIVERY

    Very compact radius

    45 or 90 degree

    Removable tails

    Always minimum 3 fixings
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FROM DESIGN TO DELIVERY

Similar to changing tables, wash basins 
require a re-enforced wall or direct 
access to the structure.

Changing tables need adequate structure and a fused spur (product 
dependent). They mostly require a flat surface to the finished floor 
(ie no boxed in M&E surface mounted)

     If not a solid structural wall or if battened 

out then minimum 12.5mm Marine Ply 

lining all the way to floor

     No pipework surface mounted behind table

     Fused spur, hot/cold and drain in 

designated position

     If not a solid structural wall or if battened 

out then minimum 12.5mm marine ply 

lining all the way to floor

     No pipework surface mounted 

behind table

     Fused spur in designated position

     If a showering changing table then a 

drainage connection for the flexible 

outlet and consider a shower above 

the changing table

Changing Tables

Please refer to mounting instructions for indication of the placement in height of plywood plate.

Plywood 22mm (x2)

Plasterboard 12.5mm (x2) 
(water-resistant)

Maximum Load 4 - Reinforcements: 
Reinforcements of walls should always comply with national standards

Height Adjustable Wash Basins
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FAQs
Important questions to 
consider when planning your 
next project Which system provides the best and most 

practical transfer between rooms?
The most common and flexible solution is an H system 

(sometimes called an XY system). This tracking system 

can connect rooms using an automatic gate.

Will the H system need to cover the entire room in 
order to provide the best accessibility?
This is a common misconception. Although an H system 

that covers the majority of the room is an advantage 

and will provide future flexibility, don’t forget that 

fitted furniture, alcoves or even items of free-standing 

furniture mean there are areas of the room that will 

never need tracking. It is good sense to map the track 

which may even mean that a smaller track profile can be 

used.

How do I reinforce the ceiling to support hoists 
and other equipment?
Steel support beams will usually need to be installed 

but this is not always necessary. It is possible to avoid 

expensive steel structures by talking to your hoist 

provider early on in the process. Normally, if access 

can be made to the joists or structure above the 

finished ceiling, then steels will not be required. Early 

involvement of the specialist equipment provider is 

critical though.

Can I re-use an existing ceiling hoist and tracking 
system or will I need to replace the whole 
installation ?
It’s not necessarily true that everything has to be 

reinstalled. For example, the OpeMed OT200 hoist 

can be adapted to work on the majority of ceiling or 

overhead disability hoists installed in the last 20 years. 

We simply replace the motor for a new one which 

means a new warranty, the avoidance of expensive 

spare parts, and no requirement for the track to be 

taken down and a new one installed.

Q1 Q3

Q4

Q2
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FURTHER READING

This section covers some important questions to 
consider when planning your next project.

Further reading and resources: 
1. Building Bulletin 102

2.  British Standard 8300:2009: Design of buildings and their approaches to meet the 
needs of disabled people provides guidance on good practice for the design of new 
buildings and their approaches to meet the needs of disabled people.’ 

3. Designing for Accessibility’ published by the Centre for Accessible Environments.
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CHANGING PLACES

Changing Places is a campaign on behalf of people who cannot use standard accessible toilets. This includes people with 
profound learning disabilities, their carers, as well as other disabled people. They need Changing Places toilets with space 
and the right equipment. This can include a height adjustable changing bench and a hoist.

OpeMed are the official sponsors and equipment manufacturers of the Changing Places Campaign (trading as Aveso). 
OpeMed have installed ceiling hoists, adjustable sinks and changing tables in Changing Places projects throughout the 
country, from libraries to universities, from schools to public spaces. 

OpeMed brings layout and installation experience, alongside quality products to ensure very best service and support 
for this vitally important service.

OpeMed are proud co-sponsor of the Changing Places campaign
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PRODUCTS 
A Selection of OpeMed’s Products

For more see  
www.OpeMed.net

Ceiling Hoists Changing TablesMobile Hoists Assisted Bathing Washbasins Shower Trolleys

Shower Chairs Through Floor Lifts Slings Assisted Toilets Pool HoistsBariatric Range



WHO ARE OpeMed?

We are:
   The fastest growing patient hoist manufacturer

    Proud of our industry leading knowledge and experience

   Specialists in project managed solutions

    A private company. Formed in 1998, with headquarters in the UK and manufacturing capability in the UK and the Netherlands

    Driven by our experience of over 700 hospital, nursing home, school and homecare projects every year

    International. We install in over 30 countries worldwide, working closely with international architects, contractors and distributors 

to advise and find the right solution

Ireland
United Kingdom

Belgium
Germany

Finland

Kuwait
U&E

Hong Kong

Australia

New Zealand

Malaysia

We hope you found this guide a 
useful starting point. But you will 
still have questions. 

We’d love to discuss your project 
with you – with no obligation 
but simply to take advantage of 
OpeMed’s experience and advice 
gathered over many years and in 
a variety of sectors. 

OpeMed (Europe) Ltd 
Clockhouse, Farnham 
Surrey GU9 7UD, United Kingdom

T: +44 (0)1252 758858 
F: +44 870 161 9681 
E: info@OpeMed.net 
W: www.OpeMed.net


